
Announcing... 
The first-ever cohort of 

Third Coast Radio Residents! 
 

 

 
At Third Coast, it's long been our dream to create an artists' residency *just* for radiomakers. And now, in 
partnership with Ragdale, it's come true! We are thrilled to provide eight Radio Residents a week of 
uninterrupted time for dedicated work, sonic camaraderie in the woods, and edit sessions with mentor Nishat 
Kurwa - June 13-18, just outside of Chicago. 

The inaugural Radio Residents are an incredible group of makers from diverse backgrounds, with differing 
experience levels, and working on a wide range of projects - from a WHYY health feature, to the launch of a 
brand new podcast, to an episode of Love + Radio.  We cannot wait to hear what they create. 

Get to know the Third Coast Radio Residents: 
 

 
Erika Beras (@Erika_Beras) is an award-winning independent journalist and regular 
contributor to NPR programs and Scientific American podcasts. She spent over 6 years as 
a Behavioral Health reporter at WESA, Pittsburgh's NPR news station. At Ragdale, Erika 
will be producing Equity and Equality: Poverty in Pittsburgh, a project exploring 
stories of economic struggle in Pittsburgh. 

 

 

 
Taunya English (@TaunyaEnglish) is a radio reporter with the health-science show The 
Pulse from WHYY in Philadelphia whose work has also aired on All Things 
Considered andMorning Edition. At Ragdale, she'll be producing Volunteer? Not Me, a 
series of interviews with African American women investigating race, trust and 
prejudice in medical research. 

 

 

 
James T. Green (@_jamestgreen) is a conceptual artist, designer, developer, 
podcaster, and writer based in Chicago. He produces two podcasts, Open 
Ended and Refresh. At Ragdale, James will be working on Basket Case, a podcast that 
tackles the taboo of talking publicly about mental disorders. 

 

 

 

Andrew Mambo (@TheRealMambo) started working with WNYC's Radio Rookies in 2012. 
He also co-produced The Gettysburg Story, a feature length documentary film for 
Maryland Public Television that broadcast nationally.  At Ragdale, Andrew will be 
producing Climbing Fences, a story about a new wave of diversity in the sport of 
fencing. 

 

 

 
Paola Mardo (@paolamardo) is the creator of F This Weekly podcast & newsletter in Los 
Angeles. She has worked for film companies including Sony Pictures and Annapurna 
Pictures. At Ragdale, Paola will be working on HiFi, a podcast that traces the forgotten 
histories of Filipino immigrants in the United States. 
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Erica Mu (@whatsnewwithmu) is an award-winning reporter, producer, and project 
designer based in Los Angeles, whose work has appeared on programs including State of 
the Re:Union, Marketplace, and The California Report. At Ragdale, she'll be working 
on Radius, a podcast of colorful, often hilarious, and sometimes heartbreaking stories 
about Asians in America and abroad.  

 

 

 
Sayre Quevedo (@sayrequevedo) is a multimedia journalist and student at The New 
School University in New York City, formerly of Youth Radio in Oakland. Sayre’s work 
has been featured on NPR, Marketplace and in National Geographic. At Ragdale, he'll be 
working on Re:Construcción, an interactive documentary exploring the Salvadoran Civil 
War. 

 

 

 
Mooj Zadie (@moojz) is an award-winning radio documentarian and producer of Tape, 
the podcast and audio festival. His work has appeared on WNYC's Studio 360 and 99% 
Invisible, among others. At Ragdale, Mooj will be producing Anna, a story for Love + 
Radio about an undercover FBI agent and the devastating consequences of her mission. 

 

 

 

 

Residency Mentor:  

Nishat Kurwa (@nishatjaan) is Senior Producer for Digital at Marketplace, and spent 
12 years at Youth Radio, which serves as NPR’s Youth Desk and trains diverse young 
people in digital media, reporting, and technology. She is also a mentor for Next 
Generation Radio and has produced stories for public radio and the live stage show 
Pop Up Magazine.  
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